Sandusky Non-Motorized Path

Sandusky, MI
The City of Sandusky has a dire need for a safe and reliable way for its citizens to connect to businesses at the west side of town. Currently, there are no sidewalks for citizens to use for pedestrian and bicycle traffic to these businesses.
What this means for the community

- Safer access connecting downtown with neighborhoods and commercial districts
- Safer commuting option so residents will be able to access local businesses and restaurants
- Currently citizens are using unsafe ways to commute, with 16,000 vehicles daily traveling on our city’s 2 major crossroads M-19 and M-46
Benefits of the new walkway

- Improved safety for pedestrian and bicycle access to shopping and commerce
- Potential to connect this route to a City Wide bicycle pedestrian path
- Reduces pedestrian traffic crossing private property to access businesses
Proposed route with 1 mile of new pathway
New pathway will also have new trees and benches along the way
Sections of the south pathway are underway